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The Protomen are more than just a concept rock band from Nashville, TN... they are
messengers, riding atop an Iron Stallion (read: inside a mildly shitty tour bus) on their way
to deliver the most vicious rock 'n' roll fable that the world has ever known. With several
planned albums, and a live show that can crumble mountains, the future is in their hands.
Their first record, Act I, includes elements of Ennio Morricone, Queen, and Black Sabbath,
that culminate in a listening experience unlike anything you've ever heard. If you're afraid
of lo-fi sky cracking distortion and epic chaos, you won't survive this album. ct II is a
departure from the signature distorted sound of the first record. It focuses on a time
before “the world fell under darkness.” It is a brighter and more optimistic look at the
world The Protomen have created. The album is split into two separate eras (and sounds),
and gives the feeling of two distinct albums in one. Act II was co-produced by Alan
Shacklock (Meatloaf, The Alarm, Bonnie Tyler, Babe Ruth, Roger Daltry) and The
Protomen. The Protomen have spent the last 11 years building a large and fiercely
devoted fan base by kicking some major ass, playing some of the largest US festivals, and
headlining their own tours across the US and choice parts of Canada and Australia.
read full info

"Protomen feature two of the best voices performing live today... here's to a future filled
with Protomen." - MetalSucks
"The lights here are bright, the music loud, the people unified; the Protomen are calling." GQ
"This band is meant to be experienced live." - Coilhouse Magazine
"... so epic Mr. Roboto would blush." - Alternative Press
"The Protomen are unequivocally unique ... positively inspired ... unmitigated
awesomeness." - WIRED
"The Protomen are simply an incredible band. Their delivery and energy are unparalleled,
their stage presence makes a small room feel like a major arena, and their commitment
to the band image they’ve spent years shaping is unwavering." - No Country For New
Nashville
"The Protomen ... put down the controllers, picked up guitars, and have dedicated
themselves to writing legitimate space rock operas." - The Onion
"Fists were pumped with irrepressible fervor as the band's six core members bombarded
their adoring public with layer upon layer of guitars and synths ... their repertoire
[consisting] entirely of a fully realized arena-ready rock opera" - Nashville Scene
"We knew The Protomen were hot ... but who knew they intended to save not just rock,
but ultimately mankind." - Nashville Scene

phone Hendrik Wippermann: +49 (0)178 340 298 0
contact@eat-music.net
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CONTACT

INFO

Management and Booking (Europe):
hendrik@eat-music.net

Line Up:

LINKS

Panther - Vocals / Synthesizer
Commander - Synthesizer
Murphy - Bass Synthesizer
Sir Robert Bakker - Guitar
The Gambler - Vocals / Vocoder Choir
The Reanimator - Drums
Shock Magnum - Guitar
K.I.L.R.O.Y. - ???

Website

Facebook

Instagram

Spotify

Releases:
ACT II: The Father Of Death (2009)
ACT I: Hope Rides Alone (2005)
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VIDEOS &
TRACKS

The Protomen - The Hounds

Watch on
Youtube

The Protoment - Light Up The Night

Watch on
Youtube

The Protomen live at MAGFest 2017

Watch on
Youtube

DOWNLOADS
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